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ABSTRACT

MOTIVATION IN LEARNERS OF JAPANESE AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE: A
GLIMPSE INTO PROFILES AND BEHAVIORS

Britainy D. Sorenson
Center for Language Studies
Master of Arts

This thesis examines motivation in English L1 learners of Japanese as a Foreign
Language (JFL) by analyzing the students' responses to a questionnaire modeled after
Dörnyei's research and an observational instrument called the Motivation Behaviors of
Language Learning (MBLL) modeled after Guilloteaux and Dörnyei's (2008) research on
motivational teaching strategies on behaviors.
The data from the questionnaires were subjected to a discriminative analysis of
students answers in relation to a high grade (receiving a B- or higher) or lower (C+ or
lower) in their Japanese classes. A Factor Analysis of the data was also carried out. The
discriminative results could predict students' receiving higher or lower grades with 1316% error. In addition, behaviors examined in the 200-level Japanese classes seemed to
match students' responses to a questionnaire, suggesting they are not highly motivated.

However, students who passed this class reported similar study habits outside of class in
preparation as students from a 400-level class. The Factor Analysis also found that
students with higher self-perception of their motivation and language aptitude tended to
receive higher grades in the class.
The results suggest that motivation can be further understood by understanding
behaviors in addition to traditional questionnaires, and students’ self perceptions of their
language abilities may affect their grades in the language classroom. In the future,
motivation research should include triangulating questionnaire data with other data, such
as observational instruments. This thesis is a step in that direction.
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Chapter 1

0B

Introduction
1.1 Motivation Varies
Motivation varies from person to person and is constantly dynamic. It may change
over a year, a month, or even several times during a day depending on the situation. This
presents a challenge when trying to look at motivation as a factor of language learning.
There are some researchers in the past, such as Robert Gardner and Zoltán Dörnyei, who
have examined motivation in what appears to be a plausible light. Through research such
as theirs we are able to better understand the complex workings of motivation, and the
many factors that affect it.
1.2 Description of the Problem
The literature on motivation agrees that there are two main categories: integrative
(the desire to integrate or be a part of the culture) and instrumental (learning the language
as a means to an end, such as applying for a job). These two orientations may be broken
down even further, making motivation a complex concept in the world of language
learning.
Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008) carried out a study in Korea involving motivation
and the effect that teachers have on student motivation. Unlike some of Dörnyei's other
studies, this study examined behaviors of students based on teachers' motivational
strategies exhibited in the classroom and whether or not these strategies had an effect on
student motivation. In addition to using a questionnaire to analyze students' motivation,
Guilloteaux and Dörnyei used a classroom observational model to observe exactly what
the teachers did in the classroom, and finally used a post-lesson teacher questionnaire to
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tie everything together. By looking at this data, Dörnyei found that teachers affected
approximately 40 percent of the variance in students' motivation.
It is evident that motivation has an effect on language learning. In addition to that,
Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008) found that teachers affect students' motivation, at least in
Korea, to a large extent. But what about examining just the behaviors of the students?
Motivation may be difficult to analyze, considering the best instrument to analyze
it to date is a questionnaire, which is highly subjective. However, in addition to the
difficulty of analysis, there are also second languages of study that do not seem to be
examined very often when it comes to motivation research. Japanese is considered a
difficult language--in fact, according to the Foreign Service Institute, Japanese is a Group
IV language, one of the more difficult for native English speakers to acquire, taking
approximately twice as long to reach a Level 2 on the FSI proficiency scale than any
Group III language. Learners of this language have been studied very little when it comes
to motivation. As Japanese influence continues to grow in American media, it is only
reasonable that the language ought to be studied more in-depth to see if something might
be discovered about students who manage to succeed in the language. If all we have are
questionnaires to analyze motivation, we also need to find more means of making our
analyses more reliable, such as triangulating this data with something else (such as
observations).
In addition to studying students of a less-commonly taught language such as
Japanese, it is also important to look at what students bring to the classroom in terms of
motivation. The teacher affects motivation in the classroom, but especially in the early
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stages of language learning it would be wise to know what the students bring to the
process in the first place.
It is important to look at motivation in different settings. Teachers of ESOL in
Korea affected the students' motivation, accounting for nearly 40 percent of the variance
in the study (Guilloteaux & Dörnyei, 2008). However, the same may not hold true for
learners of Japanese at a university in the United States. If motivation is dynamic and
changes so much from person to person and day to day, why wouldn't it be different from
second language to second language and culture to culture?
1.3 Research Questions
This thesis will look at motivation of learners of Japanese as a foreign language
by means of a questionnaire, classroom observations, and a brief teacher interview based
on Guilloteaux and Dörnyei's (2008) research in the Korean English second language
classroom. The specific questions examined will be:
1. What motivational profile exists for students who receive higher grades (B- or
higher) in their Japanese classes as opposed to those who receive lower grades
(C+ or lower)?
2. To what degree does motivation predict students' grades?
3. What behaviors do students of Japanese as a Foreign Language exhibit in class in
relation to their answers to a motivation questionnaire?
1.4 Delimitations
Although this thesis looks to Guilloteaux and Dörnyei's (2008) studies as a model,
a few features should be noted. This study was completed in one semester as a short-term
study. The behaviors observed and compared to the questionnaires were analyzed not by
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individual students but as a whole class. In addition, students who were not native
speakers of English were excluded from the study. The study focuses mostly on one level
of language speakers near the beginning level, but advanced enough to have made the
choice to continue studying the language.
In addition to the delimitations noted above, students completed the
questionnaires on a voluntary basis. As such, not all of the students in every class
completed the questionnaire. For the classes that were focused on, in the Japanese 201
class 14 out of 30 students participated in the questionnaire whereas in the Japanese 202
class 6 out of 15 students participated. For further information and suggestions on future
research, refer to Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Motivation is an invisible force, great or small, that affects every person in one
way or another. When you accomplish a task or goal, there is something that is driving
you to do it. Whether or not you are aware of it, motivation fuels you in many aspects of
life. Language learning is no different, and motivation has been a prominent topic in the
language world for the last few decades. Researchers have gone back and forth with
Robert C. Gardner’s motivational orientations (Gardner, 1972, 1985), and have struggled
to empirically identify motivational profiles--defining the type of motivation that drives a
certain person to continue learning or doing what they are doing. In other words,
researchers have tried to identify what drives a student to learn the second language.
Through all of this research, we have learned much about motivation, and have realized
that there is still more to be learned. Much can be gained by expanding the target
languages examined to more difficult languages, such as Japanese, and trying to improve
on studies done in the past. While motivational research up to the present has been
extensive and successful, this review will seek to show that more languages must be
examined, especially as they increase in popularity in U.S. schools.
2.2 Defining Motivation
There are three major movements in motivational research. Dörnyei (2005)
describes these periods as the social psychological period (1959 to 1990), the cognitivesituated period (1990s), and the process-oriented period (2000 to present). Motivation in
language learning applies to those driving forces that affect the language learner. Dörnyei
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(2003b) describes motivation theories as those which “attempt to investigate nothing less
than why humans act and think the way they do” (p. 1). Over the last 40 years there has
been considerable interest in affective variables in language learning, mostly dominated
by Gardner and his associate Wallace Lambert in the social psychological period, who
started applying psychology variables to language learning in 1959. This led to more
research done by Gardner in 1985 in which he explored further into attitudes and
motivation in second language learning in Canada. Gardner coined the terminology of
integrative (the desire to be a part of the language culture) and instrumental (a means to
an end, such as a acquiring a job) orientations within motivational studies. His work
continues to influence the world today as can be seen by so many researchers' tendency to
using these phrases. The terms integrative and instrumental are commonplace in
motivation research nowadays, and indeed one cannot separate motivation from those
terms. Some researchers mention that Gardner’s work was so influential as to be
overpowering (Dörnyei, 1994), yet there is no doubt that Gardner has moved
motivational research forward in the correct direction.
2.2.1 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation
To start with defining motivation, one most return to the basics of intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is what drives a language learner from the
inside. The learner seeks to learn the language because of an inner desire or goal. As
Noels, Pelletier, Clement, & Vallerand (2000) put it, it is “motivation to engage in an
activity because that activity is enjoyable and satisfying to do” (p. 61). Extrinsic
motivation, on the other hand, is just the opposite. Extrinsic motivation is an external
reward that language learners strive for, such as grades or a tangible reward like candy.
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Again, Noels, et al. describe this as, “actions carried out to achieve some instrumental
end, such as earning a reward or avoiding punishment” (p. 61). Of the two, it is agreed by
most that if an intrinsic motivation can be established, the language learner has a better
chance of success at acquiring the language. Kondo-Brown (2006) found in her studies of
Japanese second language (L2) learners reading kanji that those with stronger intrinsic
motivation tended to study harder, and thus were more successful. However, as Dörnyei
(1994) reminds us, motivation is hardly static; it is constantly changing. It could even be
said that motivation fluctuates from being intrinsic one day to extrinsic another; or,
perhaps, we may move from an integrative orientation to instrumental (terms discussed
below) as we progress in a language. Motivation, like our moods from day to day, may
change. It is an affective variable, thus it affects the language learner and is affected by
other factors as well.
2.2.2 Gardner’s Motivational Orientations
Gardner’s ideas on motivation in 1972 and 1985 were fresh, and just what the
language world needed. He looked into the psychology of language learning and reported
on how it affects second language acquisition. Due to his location in Canada, many of his
studies included students learning English and French. With these, he brought motivation
in language learning to the forefront of researchers' minds, and developed at least two
orientations surrounding motivation: integrative and instrumental.
The huge impact that Gardner had on the language world (called the Gardnerian
model by Dörnyei, 1994) was taking these psychological concepts and putting them to
use in language learning. An orientation, as it is called, is a collection or group of reasons
that a person has for studying a language (Gardner, 1994). An integrative orientation
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toward language learning relates to how a language learner feels toward the target
language country, culture, people, etc. Language learners choose to learn the language
not out of necessity, but rather desire. In other words, it is a desire to integrate.
Instrumental orientation, on the other hand, leans more toward the side of necessity.
Language learners with an instrumental orientation learn the language because they want
to get a job, or are living in the target language country. This orientation treats the
language skill as a means to an end. Whichever way a student looks at it, both
orientations are powerful motivators.
Gardner and Lambert’s orientations were part of a L2 model they developed
known as the Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (Gardner, 1985; Dörnyei, 1994). Gardner
conducted a study with 21 different samples of students, looking at whether integrative or
instrumental orientation is stronger in motivation; Gardner (1994) and Lambert’s results
suggested that integrative (positive attitude toward the L2 people, culture, community)
was the more influential of the two. Indeed, in their results, integrative motives were
found in all 21 samples. As time progressed, other researchers also discovered that
integrativeness plays a major role in motivation, and is constantly being redefined even
today—and even, some claim, needs to be broadened further (Dörnyei, 1994; Oxford &
Shearin, 1994).
A very persistent misinterpretation of these orientations is one that seeks to state
“Gardner’s theory as the sum of integrative and instrumental motivation” (Dörnyei, 2005,
p. 70). As Dörnyei mentions, however, humans have an affinity toward such a simplified
definition. It should be noted that while integrative and instrumental orientations are
influential, they do not encompass the whole of Gardner’s model.
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Gardner’s orientations enabled language researchers to focus more on motivation
and affective factors in language learning. In fact, the Gardnerian model was focused on
so much that some researchers such as Dörnyei (1994) claim that it drowned out
everything else. It was so influential that researchers could not look beyond it; aside from
that, Gardner’s models appeared to be focused more on psychology and less on language
learning.
In a response to these claims, Gardner (1994) stated that his research was not so
limiting, and rather that it sought to understand individual differences in language
learning to a greater extent. Despite these proposed problems with the Gardnerian model,
researchers still continue to use Gardner’s terminology today. His impact will certainly
be a lasting one in the motivational research community.
Later studies, seeking to replicate Gardner’s thoughts on integrative orientation
found mixed results, though there was no denying the strength of integrativeness (Noels,
et al., 2000). However, instead of fading into the background, motivational studies
increased within the next decade. In the 1990s, or cognitive-situated period (Dörnyei
2005), researchers discovered even more orientations than what Gardner had found.
Clément and Kruidenier (1983) identified four different motivational orientations
common to all groups in their study: travel, friendship, knowledge, and instrumental
orientations.
It is easy to note that suddenly, the idea of orientations has become quite complex.
There are many factors that affect a person’s motivation in language learning. Noels, et
al. (2000) conducted a study using the orientations listed above with English psychology
students at a French-English bilingual university. The results suggested that motivation
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can be assessed measuring intrinsic/extrinsic by breaking them down even further. It is
not as simple as merely being labeled intrinsic or extrinsic.
Noels, et al. (2000) broke down intrinsic and extrinsic motivation into three parts
each based on Deci and Ryan's (1985, 1995) research on self-determination theory and
Vallerand's (1997) three-part taxonomy of intrinsic motivation. For intrinsic motivation,
the three taxonomies discussed were IM-Knowledge, IM-Accomplishment, and IMStimulation. IM-Knowledge is the motivation to do something for the feelings that come
with new knowledge and ideas. IM-Accomplishment refers to the feelings that are
associated with mastering a task or achieving a certain goal. IM-Stimulation comes from
the sensations that are stimulated from the task performance (such as appreciation, fun, or
excitement).
For external motivation types, Noels refers to external regulation, introjected
regulation, and identified regulation. External regulation refers to activities determined
by sources outside or external to the person--which may be benefits or costs. Introjected
regulation has to do with reasons for performing an activity from some internal pressure
that the person puts on himself. Noels notes that this pressure is not self-determination
because of the fact that the person is reacting to pressure, not by choice. Identified
regulation refers to the energy a person puts into learning for personal reasons.
In addition to the breakdown of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation listed above,
Noels further defines motivation under Deci and Ryan's (1985) amotivation. Amotivation
is a situation where a person does not relate their actions with the consequences that
follow from those actions. In other words, people with amotivation do not have a reason
for doing the activity, and thus may give up on the activity as soon as they can.
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Noels demonstrates that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations encompass much more
than a simple label. This is but a glance of where motivational research is headed,
guiding researchers to further clarify what is to be examined when looking at motivation.
Noels illustrates the researchers need to attempt to define motivation even further.
2.3 Dörnyei’s Studies
Dörnyei's research appeared in the 1990s looking to expand the study of
motivation even further. While not tossing aside Gardner’s theories, Dörnyei decided to
approach things from a slightly new direction.
Dörnyei’s longitudinal study of motivation among Hungarian students from
1993–1999 revealed much about motivation and second language learning. Together with
Csizér, Dörnyei (2005a, 2005b) collected data from 8,593 Hungarian students in 1993
and 1999. The second languages of study that he looked at included English, German,
French, Italian, and Russian. The participants were ages 13-14, that being the age when
the Hungarian students would decide which language they wanted to study for the rest of
their school career. Dörnyei’s findings suggested that motivation within students is quite
dynamic, and in one study most of the languages except English, students showed
significant decline in motivation (Dörnyei & Csizér, 2002). He also found, consistent
with many other researchers, that integrativeness played a large role in the students’ L2
motivational profiles. This was directly in line with Gardner’s work, which also
demonstrated that integrative motivation appears to be central to L2 learning.
One other problem that Kondo-Brown (2006) brings up, though not directly in
line with Dörnyei’s work, is that motivational studies in the past have been too broad.
The studies need to focus on specific language behaviors, instead of trying to encompass
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all of the language as motivational behavior. Dörnyei’s study, while influential, fails to
focus on specific language behaviors, and thus can be improved upon even further.
Dörnyei (2001) even mentions that “there are also some serious doubts whether
‘motivation’ is more than a rather obsolete umbrella term for a wide range of variables
that have little to do with each other” (p. 7).
The problems that come with Dörnyei’s Hungarian study start with its sheer size.
Dörnyei (2005) even suggests it might be wise to limit the study to a smaller group, and
use a wider variety of ages. Other problems that come with the research is the use of selfreport, or questionnaires to measure motivation. While the effectiveness of this is
questioned, Dörnyei (2001) points out that a more effective instrument has not yet been
developed; until it has, questionnaires are all that researchers have.
Based on all of his research, Dörnyei came up with a slightly new model and
approach to motivational profiles in second language acquisition (SLA). Dörnyei
postulated that when learning a L2, language learners may create two possible “selves:”
the “ideal L2 self” and the “ought to self” (Dörnyei, 2005). The ideal self possesses all
the characteristics that learner desires to possess, and this persona becomes associated
with the target language. The ought to self possesses characteristics the language learner
feels he ought to have. Both of these models have been tied to integrativeness, as it has
much to do with the learner’s attitudes and feelings toward the target language and
culture.
Dörnyei also linked motivation to the language learner’s past experiences, and
used this knowledge in developing his Hungarian study (Dörnyei & Csizer, 2005a,
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2005b). Realizing that experience would have an effect on motivational profiles, he used
this to his advantage by addressing it in his research.
2.3.1 Motivation and Behavior
Dörnyei has spent a considerable amount of time focusing on motivation and
teacher behaviors. He has looked into motivational strategies and what the teacher can do
to help students become motivated in the classroom (Dörnyei, 1998).
More recently, Dörnyei has even looked into the teacher's use of motivational
strategies and its effect on students (Guilloteaux & Dörnyei, 2008). In the study, it was
found that there is a significant positive correlation between student motivation and
teacher use of motivational strategies. Not only does this show that teachers affect student
motivation, but it also shows that we can observe behaviors to assist with student
motivations rather than restricting ourselves to only self-report questionnaires.
Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008) carried out their research in South Korea. The
goal of the study was to look empirically at how the language teacher's motivational
practice affected the motivation of students in the classroom. The motivational practices
of the teachers were derived from Dörnyei's previous research on motivational strategies
in the language classroom.
In addition to researching how a teacher affects student motivation, Guilloteaux
and Dörnyei (2008) approached this research in a novel fashion by developing a
motivational observation instrument, which they called a motivation orientation of
language teaching (MOLT). The MOLT used schemes or frameworks created by Dörnyei
in a real-time manner, replicating Spada and Frölich's (1995) COLT (communication
orientation of language teaching). Dörnyei and Guilloteaux followed what is called a
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time-sampling format, recording instances of behaviors on a minute-by-minute basis. The
categories in the MOLT focused on the learners' motivated behavior and the teacher's
motivational teaching practice, the latter taken from Dörnyei's (2001) previous research.
Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008) used a questionnaire and a teacher evaluation
scale as other instruments in addition to the classroom observation instrument. Rather
than look at each teacher individually, which would have taken much more time, the
researchers decided to create a composite index of motivational techniques that teachers
used in the classroom and correlate these techniques with students' behaviors.
This research involved looking at 40 ESOL classrooms, including over 1,300
language learners and 27 language teachers. Due to washback effect of university
entrance examinations, the research excluded high school students, but looked mostly at
junior high students, and examined Year 1 and 2 learners over Year 3 where possible
(Guilloteaux and Dörnyei, 2008). All students in the study were from South Korea and
spoke Korean as their first language.
Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008) looked at learner motivated behavior by
examining variables such as attention, participation, or volunteering for teacher-fronted
activity. The list of teacher's motivational practice was much more extensive, but
included such items as signposting, scaffolding, promoting cooperation, arousing
curiosity or attention, tangible reward, or effective praise. The learners' behaviors were
recorded on a 3-point scale (very low = a few students, low = one third to two thirds of
the students, high = more than two thirds of the students). The teachers' motivated
behavior was recorded minute-by-minute using the MOLT.
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In analyzing the rich data that they were able to collect, Guilloteaux and Dörnyei
(2008) found that there was a strong link between teachers' motivational strategies and
students' behaviors in the language classroom. They report that “the teacher's
motivational practice and self-reported student motivation explain 40 percent of the
variance in the students' motivated behavior measure" (p. 70). Guilloteaux and Dörnyei
also indicate that for the study they calculated the correlation of the teacher's motivational
practice and the students' self-reported questionnaire. The correlation was found to be
significant, which "confirms that the teacher's motivational teaching practice not only
affects the students' immediate response in the classroom but is also associated with a
more general appreciation of the whole course" (p. 70).
Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008) are careful to explain that the study does not
claim that a teacher's motivation practice increases student motivation, as correlations
clearly do not indicate causal relationships. Though the school systems in South Korea
are rigidly controlled, groups within the same school demonstrated considerable
differences when it came to motivational indexes, especially with motivated behavior.
Dörnyei points out that even these rigidly controlled schools do not contain a unifying
effect. This seems to indicate that the teacher's motivational practices were truly having
an effect on, but not causing, the motivation of the students, as it differed between
schools and teachers.
This study is enlightening when it comes to teaching in the foreign language
classroom. Teachers have a profound effect on students' motivation, as Guilloteaux and
Dörnyei (2008) clearly demonstrate. However, how might the results differ with students
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from another country? Dörnyei himself suggests that motivational strategies may be
culture-specific.
2.4 The Language Gap
Even looking at all the research that has been done with motivation, it is clear
simply by glancing at Gardner (1985), Dörnyei (2005), and Noels, et al. (2000) that there
is a certain language gap. The languages of these three researchers combined (examined
as target or second languages being examined, not the first languages of any subjects of
their studies) included English, French, German, Italian, and Russian. According to charts
put out by the Foreign Service Institute (FSI), each of these languages would be Group I,
II, or III languages (Figure 1). According to the FSI, to reach a proficiency Level 2 in
these languages can take anywhere from 450 to 720 hours. Looking at affective variables
in Group IV languages is essential, as it gives us variety in the second languages studied
and the types of students studying these languages. It is vital to know what drives a
student to study any language, and what affects that drive. However, nowhere in the
research do Group IV languages seem to appear. Group IV languages take nearly 1320
hours to reach Level 2 proficiency as shown in Table 1 (Christensen & Noda, 2002). This
amount of time is double what it takes to reach Level 2 proficiency of a Group II or III
language, and nearly three times as long as a Group I language.
A report published by Samimy (1994) talks about the growth of Japanese from
1986 through 1990. Registration of Japanese classes showed a 94.9 percent increase at
that time. Attrition rates, however, reached as high as 80 percent. Samimy states that “the
reasons for the high attrition rate are not completely clear” (p. 29). It is evident that a
language growing as quickly in popularity as Japanese needs to be looked at seriously
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when it comes to affective variables such as motivation. Why are people studying
Japanese? If so many people are starting to study it, why do they suddenly stop? Samimy

Table 1
The Foreign Service Institute’s grouping of languages (Christensen & Noda, 2002).
____________________________________________________________________
Group
Languages
Hours of instruction required to
Reach FSI proficiency level 2
____________________________________________________________________
I

Spanish, French, Italian,

450

English, etc.
II

German, Greek, Bulgarian, etc.

720

III

Czech, Russian, Hebrew, etc.

720

IV

Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and

1320

Arabic
____________________________________________________________________
U.S Foreign Service Institute, Foreign Language Groups

puts it succinctly by suggesting that “as Japanese gains popularity in U.S. schools,
language professionals need to become aware not only of cognitive factors, but also
affective factors in order to enhance students’ success in Japanese learning” (p. 33). This
is a given, especially as Japanese continues to grow in popularity throughout the U.S.
from exposure to Japanese cartoons and comics, which are becoming more and more
prevalent in the North American society.
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Kondo-Brown (2006) did a study with Japanese learners and kanji reading ability.
She mentioned how research on motivation needs to focus on the specific and less on the
general. Her study in becoming more specific and utilizing a less commonly taught
language was another push in the right direction for Japanese and motivation researchers
alike.
2.5 Next Steps
Gardner’s (1972, 1985) and Dörnyei’s (1994, 1998, 2001, 2003a, 2003b, 2005)
work have been extremely influential in the field of L2 motivational research. However,
when taking a look at the completed studies, most of the languages and motivational
profiles looked at were those of students studying European languages. Gardner’s studies
included native English speakers and French speakers due to his convenient location in
Canada. Dörnyei utilized his Hungarian studies to look at motivational profiles to study
five different languages: English, French, German, Italian, and Russian. Little can be
found in the way of connecting motivation with studies of Asian languages.
Aside from the language to study, Dörnyei (2002) points out in his Hungarian
study that the sample size they used was huge (8,593 pupils) and the students were
limited to 13-14 year olds. He suggests possibly a smaller sample size and utilizing
different age groups to get more information about motivational profiles.
Kondo-Brown (2006) also suggests that future motivational research focus more
on specific language behaviors instead of addressing motivation as a general category.
This falls in line with Noels, et al., (2001) description of intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation needed to be defined further. Research needs to become more focused than
before.
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For future research, less commonly taught languages (LCTLs) such as Japanese
must also be considered in the motivation movement. What makes a learner of Japanese
successful? What is happening that makes other learners not do as well? What behaviors
do these students exhibit inside and outside the classroom? Dörnyei (1998) has done
extensive research on motivational strategies of teaching, but what about individual
motivation of the students? Some of those answers can surely be found in examining
motivational profiles of the learners.
In the next steps for motivation research, the following need to be taken into
account: (1) LCTLs or Group IV languages such as Japanese must be included in the
research, (2) motivation must be focused and more narrowly defined, (3) research needs
to be expanded beyond the traditional L1s of students studied in motivation to date in
order to account for different cultures, (4) examination of behaviors in relation to
motivation also ought to be examined, and (5) other data such as the behaviors mentioned
should be triangulated with the questionnaires used in motivation research to give us a
deeper and hopefully more accurate insight into how motivation in the language
classroom works. The questions that will be examined in this thesis will be:
1. What motivational profile exists for students who receive higher grades (B- or
higher) in their Japanese classes as opposed to those who receive lower grades
(C+ or lower)?
2. To what degree does motivation predict students' grades?
3. What behaviors do students of Japanese as a Foreign Language exhibit in class in
relation to their answers to a motivation questionnaire?
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2.6 Summary and Conclusions
Gardner (1972, 1985) and Dörnyei (1998) have had an irrevocable impact in
motivational studies over the past several decades. Their studies have been reviewed,
their models have been revamped, supported and yet not supported. Other influential
researchers, such as Dörnyei (1994) and Noels, et al., (2000) have sought to define
motivation, and more specifically, the integrativeness of it, even further. A glance at their
studies alone demonstrates just how dynamic motivation is.
This study will seek to replicate on a very small and short-term scale Dörnyei’s
Hungarian study (Dörnyei & Csizér, 2005a, 2005b) and his more recent motivational
behavior study with Guilloteaux (2008) utilizing university students with a first language
(L1) of English studying Japanese. By looking at an Asian language being studied in a
university setting, it is hoped that an even better understanding of L2 learners’
motivational profiles can be attained. More specifically, it is hoped that we can gain a
better understanding of what type of language learners succeed in Japanese, how an
advanced language learner approaches the language versus how a beginning language
learner approaches it, and what behaviors these learners tend to exhibit in the classroom.
It is clear that motivation research still has a lot further to go, despite its advances
over the past four decades. Examining less commonly taught languages, such as
Japanese, and specifying language behavior can give us further insight into what makes a
learner successful in various languages. Even coming as far as we have, there is still
much to be learned.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Introduction
Motivation in a critical or Group IV language such as Japanese is vitally
important to any student who decides to continue to study the language. However, one
cannot help but wonder what motivates a student to learn, or even if the student feels as if
he is motivated enough to learn the language to a level of his satisfaction. In addition,
behaviors exhibited in the learning process are just as important as what the student
thinks about his personal motivation. With these thoughts in mind, the research for this
thesis was aimed at answering the following questions.
1. What motivational profile exists for students who receive higher grades (B- or
higher) in their Japanese classes as opposed to those who receive lower grades
(C+ or lower)?
2. To what degree does motivation predict students' grades?
3. What behaviors do students of Japanese as a Foreign Language exhibit in class in
relation to their answers to a motivation questionnaire?
These questions guided the researcher to explore what motivates a student of
Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) to continue to study, as well as what behaviors the
student demonstrates inside, and at times outside, the classroom that assists in the
motivation to learn.
3.2 Participants
Participants for this research were 126 native English speaking students at
Brigham Young University enrolled in JFL courses in the Fall semester of 2008. There
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were 42 females (33.33 percent) and 84 males (66.67 percent) ranging in age from 18-30
years. Japanese classes that were taught in English and did not focus on the study of the
language (such as classes teaching literature in translation or studying film) were not
included in the study. The students' experiences with the Japanese language ranged from
no experience to 11 years of previous language study. Thirty-nine students had no
previous study experience while 87 students had studied Japanese previous to coming to
BYU. Only eight students in the study classified themselves as heritage speakers (where
Japanese is spoken in their home). Table 2 illustrates a summary of the students' course
levels, as well as how many students from each course participated in the study.
As can be seen in Table 3, the university majors varied among the participants.
Not all were Japanese majors, although most participants in the upper-level courses (such
as those labeled in the 400s) were majoring in Japanese. No majors were excluded for
purposes of this study.
3.3 Instruments
The first instrument used in the study was a questionnaire first based on Dörnyei's
Hungarian study (2005), then adapted for purposes of this study. The questionnaire
contained 52 items; 15 background, 29 Likert scale questions, and eight open-ended. The
questionnaire was piloted during the summer of 2008 in three Japanese classes to see if it
was clear and comprehensible (Appendix A). Of the questionnaires piloted, 23 students
responded. Questions were changed based on ambiguity and usefulness. The revised
questionnaire can be seen in Appendix B.
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Table 2
Course
________________________________________________________________________
Course
N
Percent
________________________________________________________________________
101
20
15.87
102

7

5.56

201

11

8.73

202

6

4.76

300

33

26.19

302

2

1.59

311

18

14.29

321

6

4.76

322

6

4.76

325

1

0.79

441

9

7.14

443

2

1.59

444

5

3.97

________________________________________________________________________
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Table 3
List of Majors
________________________________________________________________________
Level
________________________________________________________________________
Major
100
200
300
400
________________________________________________________________________
Japanese
2 (7%)
2 (11%)
15 (22%)
11 (68%)
English

2 (7%)

2 (11%)

2 (3%)

0

Linguistics

0

3 (17%)

0

1 (6%)

Asian Studies

0

1 (5%)

2 (3%)

2 (12%)

Arts

4 (14%)

0

1 (1%)

1 (6%)

Sciences*

8 (29%)

3 (17%)

17 (25%)

1 (6%)

Engineering

2 (7%)

0

1 (1%)

0

Mathematics

1 (3%)

0

2 (3%)

0

Business

0

1 (5%)

9 (13%)

0

Accounting

0

0

3 (4%)

0

International Relations

4 (14%)

1 (5%)

1 (1%)

0

Other*

2 (7%)

0

10 (15%)

0

Undecided
2 (7%)
4 (23%)
4 (6%)
0
________________________________________________________________________
Total
27
17
67
16
________________________________________________________________________
*Sciences include majors such as Chemistry, Biology, Psychology, Computer, etc. Other indicates majors
that were only mentioned in 1 level and not found in the other levels.
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3.3.1 Changes in the Pilot Study and Final Study
The first large change between the pilot study and the final study was the decision
to move from a paper-based questionnaire to an online questionnaire. The survey-creator
program Qualtrics was used to develop the questionnaire online for ease of data
collection and analysis of responses. In addition, the information initially placed at the
beginning of the questionnaire was transferred to the Informed Consent Document
(Appendix G).
Specific questions in the questionnaire were also altered, deleted, or added. In the
demographic questions, the question asking for nationality in the pilot questionnaire was
replaced in the final version with a question about the student's native language in order
to ensure analyzed data involved only native English speakers. A question asking what
current Japanese classes students were enrolled in was altered so that in the online
version students could click on what classes they were enrolled in rather than typing them
out. More specific questions were added about students' experiences with studying
Japanese previously, for how long, informal or formal study, and whether or not students
were heritage speakers (growing up with the target language spoken in their homes). It
was thought these questions might affect students' motivation, which is why the
researcher added them. This brought the demographic questions from 10 in the pilot
study to 15 in the final study.
The Likert Scale items were kept the same from the pilot study to the final study.
The questions were taken from Dörnyei (2001), with slight alterations in the language to
accommodate learners of Japanese. The researcher added an additional item, learning
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Japanese to watch anime, movies, dramas, or read manga, as these items have become
more readily available in the United States over the past few years.
In the last set of questions, the question asking students what other languages they
would like to learn was altered to what other languages the students have studied. Items
asking students why they are studying Japanese were combined into one in the final
version. In addition, the question asking students if they have had good or bad
experiences with the language was divided into two items and placed apart from each
other (with a few items in between) so that students might think about the experiences
separately rather than at the same time. Lastly, two more Likert items were added asking
students how motivated they felt they were personally, then in comparison with
classmates. An essay question asking students why they think they are motivated to learn
Japanese was also added to the final version of the questionnaire.
Overall, the questionnaire delves into the students' background experiences with
the language in addition to how they feel about the Japanese language and language
learning in general. This seeks to establish what motivational orientation primarily drives
them--either integrative or instrumental. The open-ended questions seek to identify any
skills or strategies the students use in order to determine to what extent the student is
motivated to learn the language inside and outside the classroom. One question asks
students to answer for themselves how motivated they believe they are, and another asks
students to compare their motivation to that of their classmates. Although most of the
questions came from Dörnyei's questionnaires, items such as "I study Japanese to watch
anime/dramas/read manga" were added by the researcher, as these experiences appear to
be more commonplace in the United States with students of Japanese. The Likert Scale
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questions were placed on a scale from 1-6, ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree. Some Likert questions were reversed for data analysis.
The Likert Scale questions were subjected to a Cronbach Coefficient analysis in
distinguishing between students who will receive higher grades versus those who would
receive lower grades. The coefficient was 0.84 for the raw data and 0.85 for the
standardized data, which is consistent with the Cronbach coefficient for the questionnaire
in Guilloteaux and Dörnyei's study (2008; see Appendix C).
A second instrument developed was an observation sheet to assist in classroom
observations. The observation instrument was based on Guilloteaux and Dörnyei's (2008)
instrument, the motivation orientation of language teaching (MOLT). To review, the
MOLT used schemes or frameworks of teacher motivational strategies (such as
scaffolding, tangible rewards, effective praise, etc.) created by Dörnyei in a real-time
(minute-by-minute)

manner,

replicating

Spada

and

Frölich's

(1995)

COLT

(communication orientation of language teaching). Dörnyei and Guilloteaux followed
what is called a time-sampling format, recording instances of behaviors on a minute-byminute basis.
The observation instrument used in this study was adjusted to focus only on the
students' behaviors in the classroom rather than the teachers'. Since it does not focus on
teaching behaviors, we will call it the motivation behaviors of language learning
(MBLL). It was a simple chart with behaviors listed on one axis and minute-by-minute
columns on the other (see Appendix D, E and F). The instrument was designed so the
researcher could check off any behaviors observed minute by minute for a 50 minute
class period. The instrument was piloted before research for the thesis began to observe
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what behaviors might be common in the language classroom. At first, the researcher
assumed certain behaviors would be expected to occur in the classroom. However, after
each observation the instrument was adjusted slightly, adding new behaviors or
exchanging some for others. Clarifications were needed such as "Asking a Question," so
it was adjusted to differentiate between a teacher asking a question (and further clarified
to an individual student or the class as a whole) and a student asking a question. Items
such as "Listening Attentively" were scratched as the majority of students listened and
paid attention, though many also did other activities quietly and out of sight of the
professor. After these and other such minor adjustments were made, the observation
instrument seemed satisfactory as to account for observable behaviors in the classroom
for purposes of the study.
With instruments in place, the researcher observed two 200-level Japanese classes
to see how well the responses from the questionnaire matched with the students' in-class
behavior, and whether or not students appeared to be more or less motivated than they
originally believed. These classes were chosen because students must have studied the
language previously, and have evidently chosen to continue studying it with little
exposure to the culture or little experience in the target country. However, this class is
also low enough that students have not served two-year-long missions in Japan, and thus
have chosen to continue their study of the language with little or not practical experience
in the target culture.
At Brigham Young University, many students have served missions for the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints for 1.5-2 years either in the United States or
a country abroad. If a student served a mission in Japan, he has the option to study the
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language when he returns to BYU by starting at the 300-level course because he has been
exposed to the language for the last two years of his life. It is very common for students
at BYU who have served foreign language missions to continue to study the language of
their mission once they return to BYU. Thus, students who are in the 100 and 200 level
courses have not served missions in Japan, and have not been exposed to the language as
long as students who have served missions in Japan.
3.4 Procedures
The questionnaire was administered online using the Qualtrics program toward
the end of the semester during the Fall semester of 2008. The researcher visited each of
the classes to invite students to participate voluntarily in the study and sign Informed
Consent documents (See Appendix G). Students were offered the questionnaire as a
chance to complete some extra credit in some classes, in addition to other types of extra
credit being offered throughout the semester by their respective professors.
After completion of the questionnaire, the researcher observed two of the
Japanese classes, Japanese 201 and 202 (third and fourth semester Japanese classes), for
5 class periods each during their FACT class (See below). The researcher observed the
students and their actions and used the MOLT instrument to monitor how the behaviors
observed correlated with the responses received in the questionnaire.
Once the observations were complete, the researcher approached the professors of
the courses for a brief interview. The researcher asked the professors questions on how
motivated they (the professors) felt their students were when it came to the language (See
Appendix H).
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3.4.1 Clarification on ACT and FACT Classes
Japanese classes at Brigham Young University are conducted through a program
that utilizes the textbook Japanese: The Spoken Language by Eleanor Harz Jorden and
Mari Noda (1987). The program calls for the class to be held five days a week. On
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays students attend what is called an ACT class. During
an ACT class, students are taught by a native Japanese speaker, who is a teaching
assistant for the professor of the Japanese course. The class is conducted entirely in
Japanese. The teaching assistants try to expand the students' language capabilities by
encouraging them to use the language as authentically and creatively as possible in class
and with each other, based on the students' preparation. The purpose of the ACT class is
to provide authentic contexts of the language for students to perform in. Since the
program teaches Japanese as a foreign language, the ACT classroom is treated as an
extension of Japan, where students must interact with the teaching assistant and each
other utilizing the language as authentically as possible.
A FACT class is held on Tuesdays and Thursdays and is usually conducted by the
professor of the Japanese class. FACT class is often conducted mostly in English (this
may vary depending on the students' levels of language proficiency). During FACT class,
students take notes, turn in homework, listen to lectures about grammar, and ask any
questions they wish to in English. They are also exposed to the culture of Japan through
explanations of language such as phrases, ritual expressions, acceptable behavior, and
Japanese perceptions of society such as in and out groups. This class is for clear
explanations of Japanese in English and a time for students to gain any clarification that
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they need to assist them in their studies and obtain a better understanding of the Japanese
language and culture.
Since students generally focus on listening and speaking skills of the target
language in ACT class, the researcher felt that it is in the ACT classes that students
would exhibit what Dörnyei (2005) identified as the ideal self. The ACT classes are
carried out in a setting usually with fewer students in the classroom than FACT classes
(although for classes such as Japan 202 for Fall semester 2008 where there were only 15
students enrolled in the class, all students were also present in the ACT class). Instead of
focusing on the L2 self, the researcher decided FACT class--where students are allowed
to use their native language--was where students were going to exhibit their L1 self's
behaviors and feelings about the Japanese language and language learning in general.
As Dörnyei (2005) has pointed out, L2 learners may create a character or
personality of a person they want to be while using the L2. The motivation that drives a
L2 ideal self as opposed to the L1 self may be different. Motivation is dynamic, changing
from day to day, month to month, semester to semester. In addition, students' motivations
may change over the course of one class period as they immediately react to their
performance in the class. This study is not focused on student motivation in the ACT
class. The motivation of the L1 self was the focus of this research.
3.5 Data Analysis
The questionnaires were submitted for data analysis to the Department of
Statistics at Brigham Young University, along with students' grades to observe how the
grades correlated with the questionnaires. The data was subjected to discriminative
analysis using the STEPDISC Procedure and Stepwise Selection process, which selected
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the questions that were most indicative of students who succeeded or failed in the
classroom.
In order to find out which of the questions related empirically to motivation, the
Likert Scale questions were submitted to a factor analysis. The factor analysis revealed
that the questions could be grouped into three factors: motivation (listed as 1 in Table 4),
aptitude (listed as 2 in Table 4), and ethnocentrism (listed as 3 in Table 4). The majority
of items fell into the motivation category (19 items), and six items matched with aptitude.
Ethnocentrism showed three items where students selected how strongly they felt
Japanese people should study English in order to interact with Americans.

Table 4
Eigen Values of Factor Analysis
________________________________________________________________________
Eigen Value Difference Proportion
________________________________________________________________________
1

7.17071999

4.02052298

0.2473

2

3.15019701

1.10392958

0.1086

3 2.04626744 0.39980881
0.0706
________________________________________________________________________

This table from which the Eigen values can be determined shows that
approximately 42 percent of the variance is being accounted for with these three factors.
Nineteen items were grouped under the factor motivation, six items were grouped under
aptitude, and three were grouped under ethnocentrism. The questions are listed below in
Table 4 by factor, along with their identifying number.
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Table 5
Division of Items in the Factor Analysis
________________________________________________________________________
Motivation
17-1 I would like to learn as many languages as possible.
17-4

I'm studying Japanese because it is intellectually challenging.

17-6

It is important to me to be able to speak correctly in a foreign
language.

17-7

I study Japanese as much as possible in my free time.

17-9

Learning Japanese is one of the most important things for me right
now.

18-1

I'm studying Japanese because it will help me to get a good job.

18-2

Language learning makes me happy.

18-5

I only study Japanese when I have to for class.

18-6

I'm studying Japanese because I would like to spend a longer
period abroad.

18-7

Language learning is one of my hobbies.

18-8

The more I learn about the Japanese, the more I like them.

19-1

Language learning is exciting.

19-2

I would completely lose interest in learning Japanese if I had a bad
teacher.

19-3

Japanese proficiency is important to me because it will allow me to
get to know various cultures and peoples.
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19-4

I study Japanese because I want to watch or read animes, movies,
dramas, manga, etc. in Japanese.

19-8

I don't like language learning; I only do it because I have to.

19-9

Learning Japanese is one of the most important things for me right
now.

How motivated

How motivated are you to study Japanese?

Compared motivation In comparison to your classmates, how motivated do you think you
are to study Japanese?
Aptitude

17-2

I think I have a good sense for languages.

17-3

I would like to live in Japan someday.

17-8

I have had some bad experiences learning languages.

18-3

No matter how much I study, Japanese is very difficult.

19-5

I have mostly had good experiences learning languages.

19-7

Language learning is more difficult for me than the average
learner.

Ethnocentrism 18-4

It doesn't matter if I make mistakes in a foreign language. The only
point is to be fluent.

18-9

I think Japanese people should learn English so they can interact
with Americans.

19-6

Pronunciation in a foreign language doesn't matter as long as I'm
understood.

________________________________________________________________________
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A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Group (labeled as pre-mission,
post-mission, major) and the three factors discussed above was then carried out. Premission is described as students in the 100 and 200 levels, post-mission are students in
the 300 level, and majors are those in the 400 level. The ANOVA was conducted to see if
there was a difference in motivation among the levels of the students.
After the factor analysis was complete, these three factors (motivation, aptitude,
ethnocentrism) were also compared with students' grades for another discriminative
analysis in order to determine which factor was most predictive of students receiving
higher or lower grades in their Japanese classes.
Observations were also included to compare with the results of the analysis to see
if there were any strong correlations or even discrepancies with what students answered
versus their actions in the classroom or in interviews. The results are discussed in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis
4.1 Questionnaire Analysis
The data from the questionnaires were submitted to the STEPDISC procedure to
answer the first research question:
1. What motivational profile exists for students who receive higher grades (B- or
higher) in their Japanese classes as opposed to those who receive lower grades
(C+ or lower)?
Questions that had no bearing on the STEPDISC procedure (such as essay
questions which were not transferred to a numerical value to be analyzed) were removed
from the analysis. The remaining questions were measured using a Stepwise Selection,
analyzing the questions against the students' grades using a discriminative analysis to
decide what items were predictive of the students appeared to be doing well (receiving a
grade of B- or higher) or not so well (receiving a grade of C+ or lower).
This distinction is arbitrary, but chosen as the cut-off point by the researcher.
There is no research or documentation that states students are passing only if they receive
a grade of B- or higher in their classes. After some observation, the researcher decided
that B- would be a decent breaking point between students' grades. It is not a program
requirement that students receive a B- or higher in order to continue taking Japanese
courses, and receiving a C+ or lower does not mean a student has failed the course.
The discriminative analysis, discussed in further detail below, found 10 items on
which students who tended to receive higher grades scored higher, and that high selfreported aptitude was the item most indicative of receiving higher grades. In other words,
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in answer to the first research question, students who perceived themselves as being
capable language learners tended to be in the group with the higher grades. However, this
analysis only discriminated between those students who received a B- and higher with the
students who received a C+ or lower. There was no discriminative analysis run between
students who received A's or B's, for example. There may be further differentiation
between students who receive A's versus those who receive B's, but this study did not
examine that difference.
The Likert questions were also subjected to a factor analysis, which found that the
Likert questions fell into three areas: motivation, aptitude, and ethnocentrism. These three
factors were part of a two-way ANOVA (the other variable being students' levels of premission, post-mission, and major). Another discriminative analysis was also run with the
three factors to determine which factor was most predictive of students receiving a higher
or lower grade in the classes. These procedures worked toward answering the second
research question:
2. To what degree does motivation predict students' grades?
4.1.1 Discriminative Analysis
The Stepwise Program found 10 items in the questionnaire tended to be indicative
of whether or not a student received a higher grade in the Japanese language classroom.
Table 6 demonstrates which 10 items appeared in the analysis, along with their variance
value. The researcher predicted that at the least students' overall grade point average at
Brigham Young University would have some bearing on how well the students did in the
Japanese class. On the contrary, GPA did not show up as one of the 10 questions that
seemed to indicate a pattern of doing well or not so well in the classes.
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The question that was most indicative of students exhibiting a higher grade in the
Japanese classes was Language learning is more difficult for me than the average
learner. This was a reversed item on the questionnaire, so after the reversal students who
had scored higher on this item were more likely to have a higher grade. This item alone
accounts for over 11 percent of the variance among the student responses, as can be seen
in Table 6.
This item along with items 4 and 7 listed in Table 4 deal with the students'
attitudes toward language learning in general. However, in addition to attitudes on
language learning, these items also seem to deal with perceived language learning
aptitude. Although aptitude is different than motivation, if a student perceives himself to
have low aptitude for a language (or to find language learning challenging), this may lead
to a loss of motivation to study the language. The opposite may also be true: a student
that perceives himself as having great language ability may be naturally more motivated.
There were two main definitions the researcher kept in mind of integrative and
instrumental motivation. Integrative is the desire to be a part of the culture, to integrate
oneself into the society of the target culture. As Noels, et al. (2000) describes in their
research, there are more aspects to integrative motivation, and the researcher kept this in
mind during the study. Instrumental motivation is a desire to study the language for a
purpose such as getting a job, graduating, or to be able to function in a culture where one
will be living. This orientation is a means to an end. Research has shown that
instrumental, while present, is not as strong as integrative motivation (Gardner, 1985;
Dörnyei, 1994, 2001; Noels, et al., 2000).
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Table 6
Variance
________________________________________________________________________
Items Indicative of Pass/Not
R-Square
________________________________________________________________________
1. Language Learning is more difficult
0.1158
for me than the average learner.
2. I'm studying Japanese because
it is intellectually challenging.

0.0448

3. I study Japanese because I want to
watch or read anime, movies, dramas,
manga, etc. in Japanese.

0.0710

4. No matter how much I study,
Japanese is very difficult.

0.0542

5. How many years, months, or weeks
have you studied the Japanese language?

0.0339

6. It doesn't matter if I make mistakes in
a foreign language. The only point is to
be fluent.

0.0327

7. I don't like language learning; I only
do it because I have to.

0.0286

8. How motivated are you to study
Japanese?

0.0313

9. I'm studying Japanese because
it will help me to get a good job.

0.0212

10. The more I learn about the
0.0183
Japanese, the more I like them.
________________________________________________________________________
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Of the 10 questions found to be discriminative above in Table 6, three are
instrumental (3, 7 and 9), three are directly linked to aptitude (1, 4 and 6), one deals
strictly with self-perceived motivation (8), and three are linked to integrative (2 and 10).
Integrative motivation only accounts for 10 percent of these questions here, and makes up
for a little over 5 percent of the variance in the responses. Aptitude actually makes up for
the majority of the variance among these questions, which indicates that students with
higher perceptions of their language abilities tended to receive higher grades in these
classes.
When examining the students overall, the Stepwise Program could accurately
predict those who would receive higher grades with 86.84 percent accuracy (see Table 7).
Of the 114 students who received higher grades, the STEPDISC procedure accurately
predicted that 99 of those students would fall in the higher grade category. However,
there were another 15 students that the program predicted would not receive higher
grades but in fact did. As for students who received lower grades, the program predicted
accurately that 10 would fall in this category, while incorrectly identifying 2 students as
receiving higher grades when they actually received lower grades.
As can be seen in Table 8 below, the majority of the students who participated in
the questionnaire received higher grades (90.48 percent). Most of the students were in the
upper-level classes, and thus were either majoring or minoring in the Japanese language.
Many students in the upper-level classes had also served 1.5-2 year missions for the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Japan, and thus had already been exposed
to the language for a period of time. Length of previous Japanese study accounted for
three percent of the variance in the questionnaire, which appears to indicate that the
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Table 7
Number of Observations and Percent Classified into High
________________________________________________________________________
From
High
Not
Yes
Total
Not
83.33

10
16.67

2
100.00

12

Yes
13.16

15
86.84

99
100.00

114

Total
25
101
126
19.84
80.16
100.00
________________________________________________________________________

Table 8
Grade
_________________________________________
Grade Frequency Percent
_________________________________________
A
56
44.44
A-

20

15.87

B

11

8.73

B+

16

12.70

B-

11

8.73

C+

5

3.97

C-

2

1.59

D

1

0.79

D+

1

0.79

E

3

2.38

_____________________________________________
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longer one has studied a language, the more likely one is to receive a higher grade in
class.
Overall, the error rate for predicting students who would receive higher grades
was 13.16 percent while the error rate for students who would not receive higher grades
was 16.67 percent (see Table 5 and Appendix I).
When looking at department statistics for Japanese grades for Fall 2007, Winter
2008, and Fall 2008, there is clearly a discrepancy with the data found in this research.
According to department statistics, only about 76 percent of the students received grades
of B- or higher. This is 14 percent lower than the results found in this discussion, which
also seems to indicate that it is possible that students who are already doing well or seem
to be more motivated were the ones to complete the questionnaire (see Appendix J).
The two-way ANOVA was run twice with the data to determine the variance
accounted for with the questionnaire items. The first time it was run, the variables
included the groups (as in levels of the students labeled as pre-mission, post-mission, and
majors) against grades. Table 9 demonstrates that the grade mean was so close between
these levels that it is not actually significant. This indicates that overall, students were
performing similarly with grade outcomes (this follows the data that 90 percent of the
students received higher grades).
The two-way ANOVA was run with the group levels as well as the Likert
questions. The analysis revealed that one particular motivation question was significant:
How motivated are you to study Japanese? The variable of group (with grades, listed in
Table 9 below) and the other questions of motivation were not significant.
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Table 9
Means of Grades
________________________________________________________________________
Group
Grade Mean
Standard Error
Majors

3.44

0.166

Post Mission

3.62

0.176

Pre Mission

3.29

0.166

________________________________________________________________________

On the second analysis of the data, the three factors (motivation, aptitude, and
ethnocentrism) were added as variables. With this data, questions of self-reported
aptitude came out significant at the 0.0001 level. In other words, for every one point
increase a student reported on an aptitude question, their grades increased by .06. In
addition, the question of motivation that was significant in the first analysis (How
motivated are you to study Japanese?) was not significant in this second analysis. It
appears that when self-reported aptitude is added to the analysis, it encompasses this
motivation question. This seems to indicate that self-reported aptitude and self-perceived
motivation are related.
The discriminative analysis of the three factors with classifying students with
higher or lower grades showed that self-reported aptitude again was the most significant,
accounting for 11 percent of the variance (Table 10). The error rate for these
classifications, however, was 19.74 percent--higher than the analysis of the individual
questionnaire items classifying students into higher or lower grades. With this analysis
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and that of the two-way ANOVA (Table 11), self-reported aptitude appears to play a
significant role in students' grade performance in the classroom.

Table 10
Aptitude Variance
________________________________________________________________________
In Entered
Partial R-Square
________________________________________________________________________
Self-Reported Aptitude
0.1128
________________________________________________________________________

Table 11
Significance of Aptitude
________________________________________________________________________
Parameter
Estimate
Standard Error
t-value
Pr > t
________________________________________________________________________
Self-Reported Aptitude
0.059229070 0.01435495
4.13
<.0001
________________________________________________________________________

4.1.2 Qualitative Analysis
Answers on the questionnaire that involved essay answers and not numerical
values and observations in the 200-level classroom were examined to answer the third
research question:
3. What behaviors do students of Japanese as a Foreign Language exhibit in class in
relation to their answers to a motivation questionnaire?
Some questions were not looked at in detail. Since the Likert scale questions of
students having good or bad experiences with language learning did not come out as a
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significant factor, the researcher moved on to questions that had to do with study habits
outside of the classroom.
The researcher decided not to focus on questions that came out insignificant in the
other analyses. For example, the Likert scale questions that asked students if they had
mostly good or bad experiences were not significant in the discriminative analyses.
Therefore, the researcher did not examine the qualitative questions that addressed these
issues. Instead, the researcher decided to focus on the qualitative question that addressed
students' study habits outside of the language classroom.
One item on the questionnaire asked students what they did outside of class to
help them study the language. When examining the answers to this item and comparing a
high level class (Japanese 444) with a lower level class (Japanese 201 and 202), many of
the answers were similar. Integrative motivation was clearly a driving factor, which
follows the motivation research completed to this point. However, the researcher also
found that the answers here could be classified along the lines that Noels, et al., (2000)
mentions in their research. In the Japanese 444 class alone, there were five instances of
the 16 students where students mentioned studying Japanese for a sense of
accomplishment, which falls in line with the integrative motivation sub-category of IMAccomplishment.
For the Japanese 444 students, there were another five instances of the 16 students
that reported some sort of IM-Stimulation, one instance of IM-Knowledge, and five
instances of an instrumental motivation (a drive to learn the language for school or to get
a better job).
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In addition to the sub-categories of integrativeness appearing, the study habits
students used outside of class tended to be very similar. The majority of the students
actively sought opportunities to study or practice the language outside of class in study
groups, through movies or the Internet, or by practicing conversation skills with native
speakers of Japanese. All of these activities are in addition to the required class work the
students had. Students are not required to talk with native speakers, to watch movies, or
form study groups. In fact, some students in each group mention that they only do "what
is required for the class, and nothing else."
When it came to the outside study habits, what differed most was the type of
activity that students did outside of the classroom to supplement their classroom learning,
which appears to be dependent on the students' skill levels. While students at the lower
level sought help in understanding grammar principles and watched movies to see if they
could "hear" anything familiar, students at the higher level attempted to read newspaper
articles or read novels or religious materials (especially The Book of Mormon with
returned missionaries). Clearly, at a lower level students would not be able to pick up and
read a novel. However, no matter the level, it is clear that these students sought
opportunities to use as much of the language as they possibly could.
In comparing the 200-level with the 400-level students, it is also clear that as
students progress in the language, motivation orientation tends to shift. What starts out
for a student as an integrative orientation for learning the language eventually may
become instrumental as the student chooses the study of the Japanese language as his
college career. One student even admitted that his motivations have changed from
wanting to watch movies and impress girls to a desire to teach the language. Five out of
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the 16 students of Japanese 444 mentioned a desire to learn the language for a job,
school, or internship. However, looking at the students at the 200-level, not one of the 17
students mentioned studying the language for purposes of a job, although one student
wrote that in the end he was motivated only because he had to graduate (this would be
Amotivation as described by Noels et al., 2000). In other words, 11 of the 16 Japanese
444 students showed trends of integrative motivation and 16 of the 17 students at the
200-level showed integrativeness. So while more students at the higher level were
studying Japanese with an instrumental orientation in mind, integrative motivation was
still a driving force in the majority of the students, consistent with previous motivational
research (Dörnyei, 2005; Gardner, 1985; Noels et al., 2000).
4.2 Observational Analysis
Observations were made using the MBLL instrument of two different JFL classes:
Japan 201 and Japan 202. These classes were chosen because students must have studied
the language previously, and have obviously chosen to continue studying it after being
exposed to it for two semesters (or receiving the equivalent in high school). However,
this class is also low enough that students have not served a two-year-long mission in
Japan, and thus have chosen of their own accord to study and continue their study of the
language without the influence of living in the country for an extended period of time.
Aside from the fact that the professors of the classes were different, these two
Japanese classes were also held at different times of the day. Japanese 201 was held
everyday at 8:00 a.m. while Japanese 202 occurred at 2:00 p.m. For both of these classes
students did not have the option to take them at different times of the day. Only these two
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time slots were available for the respective classes. In 201 there were approximately 30
students, whereas in 202 there were only 15 students enrolled.
The same observation instrument (see Appendix D, E and F) was used when
observing both classes.
4.2.1 Japanese 201
The Japanese 201 class had students demonstrating behaviors from all areas of the
MBLL. They did not ask very many questions, but there were always students taking
notes in their notebooks. At the same time, there was always at least one student on a
laptop or using some other type of electronic device, two students talking to each other in
the back of the classroom, and several students working on homework that was due that
day. Most days, there was at least one student in the class falling asleep. Given the early
morning time of the class, the silence and sleepiness is not difficult to understand.
Although this class was early in the day, many students seemed dedicated to the
course, coming as much as they could even though some often fell asleep during class.
There were evidently some students who were attentive and participating actively, which
are motivated behaviors according to Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008). However, there
was a heavy, sleepy, and semi-inattentive atmosphere in the classroom in general.
Though there were students who paid close attention in the class, students were somber,
rarely replied to questions unless a specific student was asked, and students appeared on
the verge of falling asleep. As an entire class, this 201 class did not appear highly
motivated according to their behaviors in the classroom.
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4.2.2 Japanese 202
The Japanese 202 class held at 2:00 p.m. was nearly a complete opposite of the
8:00 a.m. 201 class. Students were constantly talking and making jokes or comments.
They asked considerably more questions than the morning 201 class, though most of
these questions were unrelated to the topic at hand. Students had no fear to talk during
quizzes or tests. They did not cheat by asking each other answers, but merely commented
or complained about the task. Sometimes students even made comments such as, "This
isn't required, so I don't need to know this, right?" One student even commented about
how this was his eighth semester of Japanese at BYU. If starting at the 101 level at BYU,
Japanese 202 is a fourth semester course. For this student to say that this was his eighth
semester of Japanese indicates that he has had to take some or all of the beginning level
classes at least twice.
Although the 202 students were more vocal inside their classroom, the attitude
portrayed overall appeared to be less motivated than the Japanese 201 class. Students in
the 202 class behaved for the most part as though they could not wait to get through the
course. They appeared so tired or frustrated with the course that they searched for an
outlet through jokes and comments throughout each class period. There were even some
days where students had made over 100 jokes or side comments in one 50-minute class
period. In comparison, the Japanese 201 class on occasion made one or two jokes or
comments only slightly unrelated to the classroom topic, although this was not a common
occurrence.
This lower level of motivated behavior appears to also be in line with how
students answered the questionnaires. In the 201 class, only one student mentioned only
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being able to do the bare minimum for study outside of class (as opposed to the other
students who answered with explanations that they use study groups, watch movies, make
and review flash cards, etc.). In comparison, of the six students who responded to the
questionnaire, three mention not being able to do more than what is required for the class.
While the workload for both of these classes is considerable, these answers seem to
indicate that students did not for one reason or another have the motivation to expend
extra energy on the study of the Japanese language.
4.2.3 Speaking with the Professors
On the final day of the observations, the researcher approached the professors to
ask them a few brief questions about how they felt concerning the motivation of their
classes (see Appendix H).
Overall, the professors' perceptions appeared to match what the researcher
observed in the classrooms. The professors felt that their students' motivation as a whole
was not the highest, but a little over half (4-5 on a 6-point scale). The professors also
commented how students who had finished their language credit would not continue
studying the class, and both professors felt pessimistic about students continuing to study
the language on their own outside of classes after the end of the semester.
The researcher asked one professor about his opinion on students who begin to
study Japanese for the purposes of watching Japanese television shows, Japanese
cartoons or animation (anime), or for reading comic books (manga). The professor felt
that these students in actuality did not do as well as other students in the class.
Considering that watching Japanese shows or reading manga appears to be one of the
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predictive questions in the questionnaire and something that students at all levels of
proficiency used as study aids outside of class, this was an interesting observation.
As Japanese television shows, cinema, literature, and comic books become more
and more readily available to the American public, it would seem only natural for the use
of these things as study aids to pervade even a university classroom. Without further
research, it cannot be said definitively that using these items increases a student's
motivation to study or indicates a student who will receive a higher grade in their
Japanese class. With the data we do have, all that can be said is that students who scored
higher on the question referring to anime, television, and manga tended to have higher
grades, and both 200 and 400 level students cited these as techniques they use outside of
the classroom to assist them in their studies.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusions
5.1 First Research Question
1. What motivational profile exists for students who receive higher grades (B- or
higher) in their Japanese classes as opposed to those who receive lower grades
(C+ or lower)?
The majority of the students who participated voluntarily in the questionnaire
received higher grades, as evidenced by the 114 students who earned a grade of B- or
higher as opposed to the 12 whom did not. Since the questionnaire was voluntary and not
all of the students participated, it is impossible to say if this trend remains true for every
student in the JFL program. Students who did not participate may have received higher
grades or lower--but without responses from every student, it is impossible to determine
if this ratio would remain the same.
The problem that arises in answering this research question, as with most, lies in
the data. Although 126 students participated in the study, 90 percent of these students
received a higher grade. The comparison of grades was a large sample compared to a
very small one. This creates data that tends to be skewed. Without the participation of all
students, it is difficult to obtain a clear picture of what a truly motivated student is. There
were, however, 10 items from the questionnaire that tended to indicate whether a student
would be in the upper group or the lower (see Table 4, p. 33).
As previous research has shown (Dörnyei, 1994, 2001, 2005; Guilloteaux &
Dörnyei, 2008; Gardner, 1985; Noels, et al., 2000), integrative motivation is clearly a
dominant factor across all levels. These researchers found that a positive attitude toward
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the target culture and a desire to integrate (integrative orientation) was more prevalent
than learning the language as a means to an end (instrumental orientation). This fact is
commonly accepted among motivation research, and this study agrees that of integrative
and instrumental orientations, integrative is more dominant.
Students who appear to be more motivated or receive higher grades actively seek
opportunities outside of class to learn. Of the students in the 200 level, the three students
who received a grade of C+ or lower mentioned only the minimum of outside-of-class
study habits (reading the textbook and using flash cards). The other students worked in
study groups, involved themselves in movies or books, and sought opportunities to
communicate in the language where possible. This was also true of students in the
Japanese 444 class, where only two students reported doing the bare minimum outside of
class (and also expressed regret at this truth). All students in the Japanese 444 class were
classified as having higher grades.
The results of the discriminative analysis of the questionnaire items seem to
indicate that students who received higher grades scored higher on the Likert scale,
indicating a higher level of motivation. It is imperative to remember that the
questionnaire data is only as reliable as the person answering the questionnaire--however,
this seems to indicate that students with a positive attitude about themselves, language
learning, and the target country tend to do well--or receive higher grades--in class.
5.1.1 Implications
Many students at the 200-level JFL courses during this study appeared to be
motivated only to the extent to finish their language credit at the university. The
questionnaire appears to be able to predict whether or not a student will receive a higher
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grade with a 13 and 16 percent error rate. To describe this in a different way, the analysis
was able to match students' responses to where they should fall (in the higher or lower
category) with 84-87 percent accuracy. Although there seems to be a trend that students
who scored higher on the Likert scale items received higher grades, the data is skewed
with 90 percent of the students receiving higher grades. It appears that students who
respond positively the items (after some items are reversed) tend to receive higher grades
in class, but more data may be needed from even more students to verify if this would
continue to hold true.
From the second analysis looking at the three factors of motivation, self-reported
aptitude, and ethnocentrism, only two items appeared to discriminate between students'
grades: self-reported aptitude and a question dealing with perceived motivation.
However, these items did not discriminate strongly between students with higher grades
as opposed to those with lower grades.
According to this study, however, students who appeared to have more motivation
in the classes (at least enough to earn a higher grade) tended to score higher on the items
of language learning (aptitude). This seems to indicate a certain level of confidence with
the language. If the student felt that language learning was not overly difficult, they
tended to pass the class. This would indicate that students have motivation to pass the
class. In addition, these students had higher perceptions of their personal motivation and
length of study of the language also appeared to indicate higher grades in the class.
Overall grade point average with other classes in the university setting did not appear to
predict how students performed in the Japanese language classroom.
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There were some mismatches with how students perceived themselves as opposed
to how they performed in the class (Appendix I). This is where the error count comes in.
Some students reported high scores on the questionnaire, but did not perform as well in
class. The opposite is also true: some students reported low scores, but actually received
higher grades in their classes. This may indicate that some students who think they are
highly motivated or good language learners are not able to perform up to their
expectations, and other students perceive themselves as not motivated or not good at
language learning but still receive higher grades.
One other interesting observation is that while one professor thought students who
studied Japanese for purposes of watching movies, anime, or reading comic books did not
do as well as other students in the class, this very factor accounted for seven percent of
the variance in the analyzed data. Although seven percent is not a large amount, it still
showed up as one of the more discriminating factors in the analysis (see Table 4, p. 33).
Thus aptitude, or rather self-reported or perceived aptitude seems to play a large
role in students of JFL at Brigham Young University. If they perceive themselves as good
language learners, then they tend to have higher grades.
With 90 percent of the participants receiving a B- or higher in these classes,
however, these are only observations and do not indicate any solid pattern or profile. This
together with the error rate calls for further investigation, preferably with more samples
of students who receive lower grades in their Japanese classes.
5.2 Second Research Question
2. To what degree does motivation predict students' grades?
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When looking at students' grades, questions referring to self-reported aptitude
were most indicative of a student receiving a higher grade (pr > 0.0001). Next to aptitude,
the next greatest indicator of students receiving a higher or a lower grade was a question
dealing with how motivated they perceived themselves to be. This means that for every
one point increase on the aptitude question, students' grades increased .06.
Overall, this data seems to indicate that self-perceived aptitude and motivation are
important when it comes to receiving a higher or lower grade in the JFL classroom.
Students who perceived themselves to be good language learners and to have higher
motivation tended to receive higher grades in their JFL classes. Thus it appears that
confidence and a higher perception of ones own abilities is important in language
learning.
As described above, the analysis of the questionnaire in this study predicted
whether students would fall in the higher or lower grade group within 84 percent
accuracy. Since self-reported aptitude was the most significant factor found in the
analyses, and self-reported aptitude appears to be linked to motivation as evidenced by
the fact that self-perceived motivation was significant when self-reported aptitude was
not present, in this study at least motivation or self-reported aptitude could predict
students' grades with about 84 percent accuracy.
5.2.1 Implications
Although the factor self-reported aptitude came out significant and does not
appear to be related to motivation, it is important to remember that these aptitude
questions are self-reported. This means the students are reporting on what they perceive
their language ability to be. The higher students scored on what they perceived their
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ability to be, the higher their grade was in the class. In addition, when aptitude was taken
out of the two-way ANOVA, the questions of perceived motivation became significant.
There must be some sort of interaction with aptitude and motivation occurring here.
Either way, students who have confidence or perceive themselves to be good language
learners earned higher grades overall.
This may have implications toward teachers as well. If student self-confidence is
so important--and this study shows that self-perception of ability is important--then
teachers can build on this in their classroom to assist students in succeeding with
language learning. Building students' self-perception of their ability may improve their
performance in the language learning classroom.
5.3 Third Research Question
3. What behaviors do students of Japanese as a Foreign Language exhibit in class in
relation to their answers to a motivation questionnaire?
As far as behaviors in the classroom are concerned, though many students
performed well in the classes, the 200-level Japanese classes seemed to convey an
atmosphere of medium motivation as evidenced by their lack of participation or constant
talking during the classes. Although it is difficult to say what this means without
comparable observation from a higher level class, even the professors of the classes agree
that these students were not the most motivated, and were mainly motivated by the need
to complete their language credit.
The behaviors exhibited in class did seem to match the answers to the
questionnaire from these students. From the data collected, not all of the students in the
lower levels did as well as students in the higher levels. It is clear that there is some
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connection between student responses to motivational questionnaires and the behaviors
exhibited in the language classroom. This seems to show that questionnaire data has the
potential to be triangulated with other instruments to gain a better understanding of
motivation in language learning.
What also appeared in the questionnaire between class levels were behaviors
students reported outside of the classroom. Students who appeared to be more motivated
(receiving higher grades) tended to actively seek opportunities to use or practice Japanese
outside of their textbook and what was required in class. Again, it should be noted,
however, that the vast majority of the students received higher grades, so this data is
skewed.
5.3.1 Implications
While the students appeared to exhibit only a mediocre level of motivation inside
their classroom and interviews with the professors confirmed this along with 25 percent
of the students who received lower grades appearing in the 200-level classes, it is
difficult to draw conclusions to this question. With such a small sample of each of the
classes, more data would need to be collected to report anything even remotely definitive.
With this study, the researcher conducted the observations herself, and due to this very
factor was limited as one person in her ability to observe multiple classrooms. A team of
trained observers could rectify this, however, and be able to gather much more data,
much as Guilloteaux and Dörnyei did (2008).
Behaviors do appear to affect motivation; however, as evidenced by the similar
responses to study habits outside of the classroom by students from lower and higher
levels. As Guilloteaux and Dörnyei (2008) point out, the research on behaviors and
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motivation is minimal if it exists at all. This is a whole new area of motivation that needs
to be looked into further if we are to gain a better understanding of motivation in the
language classroom. This study looked into what students do in the classroom in relation
to how they answer the questionnaire on motivation. It is another step in the direction of
using other methods to triangulate motivational questionnaire data. However, it is an
early step, as this is a new area. It deserves to be expanded and improved on.
It is also important to note that these observations, both of the classrooms and the
qualitative questionnaire data, were made by the researcher. While the researcher
attempted to be as objective as possible, some amount of subjectivity will present itself
when only one person is analyzing data observationally. To make this study more valid,
more researchers may be involved with the analysis (for further suggestions on making
this study more valid and reliable, see Suggestions for Future Study below).
5.4 Suggestions for Future Study
This thesis looked only briefly into the motivation of learners of JFL. However, in
the future this research could be expanded to provide a more accurate view of exactly
what motivates a learner of JFL.
First, the study ought to be longitudinal, looking at students over time. Dörnyei
himself had suggested that researchers should look at motivation on a more short-term
scale (2005). However, a cross-sectional or one-time analysis of motivation clearly is far
too short, as this study appears to show. Analyzing students at only one point in the
semester provides only a very brief look into motivation. A longitudinal study spanning
over two or more semesters would provide a more accurate analysis of what motivates a
student, or rather, what behaviors a motivated student tends to exhibit while studying the
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language. In addition, two semesters would still be more short-term than Dörnyei's
Hungarian study, and thus fit the research parameters for length precisely.
Second, while looking at students over time, the students should fill out the
questionnaires a few times each semester. Motivation is dynamic, and having students fill
out the questionnaire three or four times in a semester may show how a students'
motivation changes, or even if a students' motivation tends to linger around a certain level
if they are truly motivated when it comes to the language.
Third, building on the second suggestion of having students participate in the
questionnaire more than once, it would be best to require all students to complete the
questionnaire a few times in the semester. With this study, students were offered an
extrinsic reward for completing the questionnaire. However, not very many students
completed the questionnaires, especially in the 200 level classes that were examined
more closely. In addition to the small sample size, 90 percent of the students who
participated received higher grades. Without having all of the students participate, only
those who are motivated to take the extra time to participate in the research will
participate, thus already skewing the sample with those who are more motivated in the
classroom in general. Thus finding a way to have all students participate so a clearer
sample of both more motivated students and less motivated students can be obtained is
highly advised.
Fourth, in this study students' behaviors were looked at in the classroom as an
entire class, and only little distinction was made between levels mostly in the quantitative
analyses. However, motivation may differ between levels of students and the behaviors
exhibited may also differ. It could be that students at the higher level are more motivated
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than students at the lower levels. The data collected in this study is unique in the
behaviors some of the 200-level students demonstrated in the classroom. Data from other
semesters may shows different behaviors and outcomes.
In addition, it would also be interesting to look at each student to see how
motivation affects the individual instead of the class as a whole. Along with this might be
discriminating between each grade level, marking the difference between students who
receive A's versus those who receive B's, and so on. Many students were excluded in this
study because they were non-native English speakers, and including these students could
add a whole new dimension for the research. Behaviors of these students outside of the
classroom when it comes to language study would be another important factor in
analyzing their motivation. Dörnyei (1998) created a taxonomy of teacher motivational
strategies, but perhaps what we need in addition to that is a taxonomy of student
behaviors in and outside the language classroom as it pertains to motivation.
Fifth, a more reliable analysis of students' behaviors in the classroom may be
obtained by recording the class with a video camera. In the case of this thesis, the
professors did not feel it suitable for students to be filmed. However, having tapes to refer
back to could be an invaluable asset to the study of students' behaviors inside the
classroom.
Finally, another change that could be made to this study would be the teacher
interview. The researcher interviewed the teachers once at the end of the observations to
gain their overall opinion of the class. However, it would be beneficial to ask teachers
such questions after every class. Just as motivation fluctuates over time, a teacher's
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opinion may also change on how motivated they perceive the class to be. Recording their
opinions of this motivation for each observation could only enrich the data.
5.5 Conclusion
This study looked into what motivates students outside of motivational strategies
for teaching that Dörnyei (1998) developed. Guilloteaux and Dörnyei's study (2008)
accounted for approximately 40 percent of the variance in the language learning
classroom linked to teacher motivational strategies. There appears to be a link between
students' performance in class and their personal perception of their motivation, in
addition to their personal perception of language learning or their aptitude for it, as selfreported aptitude alone accounted for over 11 percent of the variance. The data in this
study, the Likert scale responses that showed up as predictive of putting students in a
higher or lower grade category, accounted for approximately 41 percent of the variance in
the responses. When the factor analysis of the Likert questions was run, it found 3 factors
(self-reported aptitude, motivation, ethnocentrism) that accounted for approximately 42
percent of the variance, similar to the first analysis. Many factors are overlapping in this
study, but without looking at only teacher motivation strategies, this study has found a
large percent of variance attributed to students’ self-perception and motivation toward
language learning.
It appears safe to say that students who appear to be more motivated and receive
higher grades in the JFL classroom actively seek opportunities to study and use the
language outside of the classroom no matter their level, are confident in their language
abilities or do not perceive language learning as too difficult, and have studied the
language for a period of time.
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The L2 under discussion in this study is a difficult language, and takes much
dedication to learn. As has been discussed earlier, it takes nearly twice as long to learn a
language like Japanese as opposed to Russian. The data from this study provides us a
glimpse into what a native-English speaking student of JFL does in the classroom, and
how they feel about their motivation to learn the language.
Behaviors also appear to play a role in motivation, just as Guilloteaux and
Dörnyei (2008) show. Although the behaviors in this study appeared to align with how
students answered their questionnaires and the professors' perceptions of the students'
overall motivation as a class, behaviors outside of the classroom appear to also have an
impact. When students at the lower levels and students at the higher levels succeed in the
language using what appear to be very similar study habits, this may be an indication of
what a student needs to do if motivation is truly present.
The most important thing one may take away from this research is this: selfperception of ability and motivation is vital to a language learner and behaviors in
relation to motivation, both inside and outside the language learning classroom, must be
looked into if we are to gain a better understanding of motivation as a whole--whether it
is behaviors in relation to language teaching on the part of the teachers or those involved
with language learning on the part of the students. Teachers need to be aware that
students' self-perception of ability and how they view themselves in the language
classroom may be crucial to performance in the language classroom. As such, perhaps
further research should be carried out on teacher motivational strategies as it applies to
student self-perception, since both seem to account for a large portion of the variance in
the language classroom. This merits further investigation.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire: First Draft

Questionnaire
This questionnaire is part of a pilot study conducted by Britainy Sorenson, a
graduate student studying Language Acquisition and Teaching with a focus on Japanese.
By completing this questionnaire, you are agreeing to participate and involve your
answers to the questions in the study. Your privacy is important, and all information you
report will be kept strictly confidential. Your name will not be linked to any information
or results in the final study. If you have any questions are concerns, you can contact
Britainy Sorenson at aeris4am2i@hotmail.com , or Dr. Neil Anderson at
neil_anderson@byu.edu .
If you have any additional comments or wish to clarify any of your answers,
please do so at the end of the questionnaire. If your comment refers to a specific question
or statement, please also include the number of the question or statement with your
comment.
HU

HU

UH

UH

Is it all right for the researcher (Britainy Sorenson) to use your current grade in
your Japanese classes with this pilot study? All identifiers linking you to the grade will be
kept strictly confidential, and destroyed once the study is complete. Please circle one:
YES

NO

The researcher (Britainy Sorenson) may want to learn more about your
involvement with the Japanese language following this questionnaire. Would you be
willing to participate in an interview with Britainy if she wants to conduct one? Please
circle one:
YES

NO

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study! Please continue to the next page.
SECTION 1
Background Information. Please answer to the best of your ability.
1. Name: __________________________________________________________
2. Age: ______________
3. Gender:

M

F

4. Nationality: _______________________________________________________
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5. Number of years you have studied the Japanese language:__________________
6. What current Japanese classes are you taking?____________
7. What Japanese classes have you taken in the past?____________________
8. Have you ever been to Japan?

YES

NO

If yes, for how long were you there? ______________________________
9. Did you serve a mission for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints?
YES

NO
If yes, where did you serve and in what year?

__________________________________
10. Major and Minor:________________________________________________
Please continue to the next page Æ
Section 2
Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. Please circle the number
indicating how you feel about a statement or question; 1 = Strongly Disagree and 6 =
Strongly Agree. If you feel any question or statement needs further clarification, please
write the question number and your thoughts in the space provided at the end of the
questionnaire.
1=Strongly Disagree 2=Disagree 3=Disagree Somewhat 4=Agree Somewhat 5=Agree 6=Strongly
Agree
12. I would like to learn as many languages as possible.
13. Language learning makes me happy
14. I don’t like language learning; I only do it because I have to.
15. Language learning is exciting.
16. Language learning is one of my hobbies.
17. Language learning is more difficult for me than the average learner.
18. I think I have a good sense for languages.
19. No matter how much I study, Japanese is very difficult.
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20. I would like to live in Japan someday.
21. I’m studying Japanese because it will help me to get a good job.
Please continue to the next page Æ

22. I’m studying Japanese because it is intellectually challenging.
23. I’m studying Japanese because I would like to spend a longer period abroad.
24. I would completely lose interest in learning Japanese if I had a bad teacher.
25. I believe I will be able to learn Japanese to an extent that satisfies me.
26. Learning Japanese is one of the most important things for me right now.
27. I think Japanese people should learn English.
28. It is important to me to be able to speak correctly in a foreign language.
29. It doesn’t matter if I make mistakes in a foreign language. The only point is to be fluent.
Please continue to the next page Æ
30. Pronunciation in a foreign language doesn’t matter as long as I’m understood.
31. Japanese proficiency is important to me because it will allow me to get to know various
cultures and peoples.
32. I study Japanese as much as possible in my free time.
33. I only study Japanese when I have to for class.
34. I study Japanese because I want to watch animes/dramas/movies in Japanese.
35. The more I learn about the Japanese, the more I like them.
36. I have had some bad experiences learning languages.
37. I have mostly had good experiences learning languages.
Please continue to the next page Æ
Section 3
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Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. Be as specific as possible and
provide as much information as you feel comfortable sharing. If you do not wish to share your
comments or the question does not apply, simply write N/A in the space provided.

38. What languages (besides Japanese) would you like to learn? ___________________
39. Why are you studying Japanese? Be as specific as possible:
40. Why did you choose to study the Japanese language (as opposed to other languages)? Be as
specific as possible.
Please continue to the next page Æ
41. If you have taken Japanese classes before, what made you decide to continue studying
Japanese? Be as specific as possible, or write N/A if this question does not apply.

42. Please explain or describe any good/bad experiences from questions 36 and 37 that stand out
in your mind. If you do not have an experience or do not want to share it, just write N/A.

43. What type of in-class work helps you to learn Japanese best? Be as specific as possible.
Please continue to the next page Æ
44. What do you do outside of class to help you learn Japanese? Be as specific as possible.

45. Do you think you are motivated to learn Japanese? Why or why not?
Section 4
If you have any additional comments or suggestions about the questionnaire, please include them
here. If your comment refers to a specific question or statement, please indicate the number of
the question or statement with your comment. If you need more space, please continue on the
back of the page.

Thank you for your participation!
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Appendix B
Questionnaire: Final Draft
1. What is your Name?
2. What is your Native Language?
3. What is your Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY)?
4. What is your gender?
5. Of the classes listed below, which Japanese classes are you currently enrolled in? (Check all
that apply).
6. How many years, months, or weeks have you studied the Japanese language? (Converted into
years)
7. Have you studied Japanese previous to coming to BYU?
8. If you answered yes: When, where, and for how long did you study Japanese before coming to
BYU?
9. Are you a heritage speaker of Japanese? (A heritage speaker is one who grew up with the
language spoken in his/her home).
10. Did you study Japanese informally? (Informally: outside of a classroom without a
teacher/professor. Does not include studying while enrolled in a Japanese language class).
11. Have you ever been to Japan?
12. If Yes, how long were you in Japan?
13. Have you served a mission?
14. If Yes, where did you serve and in what years?
15. What your Major/Minor?
16. What is your current overall Grade Point Average (GPA)?
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17. Please answer the following questions based on the best of your ability. If you feel any
question or statement needs further clarification, please write your thoughts in the space provided
at the end of the questionnaire.

Strongly Disagree/Disagree/Disagree Somewhat/Agree Somewhat/Agree/Strongly Agree
1. I would like to learn as many languages as possible.
2. I think I have a good sense for languages.
3. I would like to live in Japan someday.
4. I'm studying Japanese because it is intellectually challenging.
5. I think Japanese people should learn English so I don't have to worry about
speaking Japanese.
6. It is important to me to be able to speak correctly in a foreign language.
7. I study Japanese as much as possible in my free time.
8. I have had some bad experiences learning languages.
9. Learning Japanese is one of the most important things for me right now.

18. Please answer the following questions based on the best of your ability. If you feel any
question or statement needs further clarification, please write your thoughts in the space provided
at the end of the questionnaire.

Strongly Disagree/Disagree/Disagree Somewhat/Agree Somewhat/Agree/Strongly Agree
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1. I'm studying Japanese because it will help me to get a good job.
2. Language learning makes me happy.
3. No matter how much I study, Japanese is very difficult.
4. It doesn't matter if I make mistakes in a foreign language. The only point is to be
fluent.
5. I only study Japanese when I have to for class.
6. I'm studying Japanese because I would like to spend a longer period abroad.
7. Language learning is one of my hobbies.
8. The more I learn about the Japanese, the more I like them.
9. I think Japanese people should learn English so they can interact with Americans.

19. Please answer the following questions based on the best of your ability. If you feel any
question or statement needs further clarification, please write your thoughts in the space provided
at the end of the questionnaire.
Strongly Disagree/Disagree/Disagree Somewhat/Agree Somewhat/Agree/Strongly Agree
1. Language learning is exciting.
2. I would completely lose interest in learning Japanese if I had a bad teacher.
3. Japanese proficiency is important to me because it will allow me to get to know
various cultures and peoples.
4. I study Japanese because I want to watch or read animes, movies, dramas, manga,
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etc. in Japanese.
5. I have mostly had good experiences learning languages.
6. Pronunciation in a foreign language doesn't matter as long as I'm understood.
7. Language learning is more difficult for me than the average learner.
8. I don't like language learning; I only do it because I have to.
9. I believe I will be able to learn Japanese to an extent that satisfies me.

20. What languages (in addition to Japanese) have you studied?
21. Why are you studying, and why did you CHOOSE to study, Japanese (as opposed to other
languages)? Be as specific as possible.
22. Please explain or describe any GOOD experiences you have had with language learning that
stand out in your mind. If you do not have an experience or do not want to share it, just write
N/A.
23. What type of in-class work helps you to learn Japanese best? Be as specific as possible.
24. Please answer the following question: How motivated are you to study Japanese?
Not motivated at all
I have a little motivation, but not much
Somewhat motivated
I have a lot of motivation
I am 100% motivated
25. Please explain or describe any BAD experiences you have had with language learning that
stand out in your mind. If you do not have an experience or do not want to share it, just write
N/A.
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26. In comparison to your classmates, how motivated do you think you are to study Japanese?
I am…
Less motivated than the average learner
Equally motivated as the average learner
More motivated than the average learner
27. What do you do outside of class to help you learn or study Japanese? Be as specific as
possible.
28. Overall, why do you think you are motivated to learn Japanese? If you do not think you are
motivated to learn Japanese, why not?
29. Please use this space to type in any additional comments or clarifications. Thank you!
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Appendix C
Cronbach Alpha Coefficient
The SAS System
The CORR Procedure
Simple Statistics
Variable
Maximum
Q18_8
6.00000
Q18_9
6.00000
Q19_1
6.00000
Q19_2
6.00000
Q19_3
6.00000
Q19_4
6.00000
Q19_5
6.00000
Q19_6
6.00000
Q19_7
6.00000
Q19_8
6.00000
Q19_9
6.00000

N

Mean

Std Dev

Sum

Minimum

126

4.88095

0.95169

615.00000

1.00000

126

3.40476

1.15363

429.00000

1.00000

126

4.96032

0.80400

625.00000

2.00000

126

4.36508

1.12856

550.00000

1.00000

126

4.81746

0.94995

607.00000

2.00000

126

3.26984

1.58196

412.00000

1.00000

126

4.64286

0.94203

585.00000

1.00000

126

5.13492

0.86119

647.00000

2.00000

126

4.26190

1.20783

537.00000

1.00000

126

5.28571

0.91963

666.00000

2.00000

126

4.56349

1.09906

575.00000

1.00000

Simple Statistics
Variable

Label

Q18_8
Q18_9
Q19_1
Q19_2
Q19_3
Q19_4
Q19_5
Q19_6
Q19_7
Q19_8
Q19_9

Q18_8
Q18_9
Q19_1
Q19_2
Q19_3
Q19_4
Q19_5
Q19_6
Q19_7
Q19_8
Q19_9
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Cronbach Coefficient Alpha
Variables
Alpha
---------------------------Raw
0.841450
Standardized
0.852164
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Appendix D
Description of Behaviors in the Classroom Observation
Tchr Asks ? group

The teacher asks a question to the entire class

Tchr asks ? spcfic stdnt

The teacher asks a question to a specific student

Students Ansr ?

The students answer the question individually or as
a group

No Ansr/Voluntr from Stdnts

There is no answer or volunteer from the students

Student asks ?

A student asks the teacher a question

Teacher Answs ?

The teacher answers a question from a student

Tchr does NOT answer ?

The teacher does not answer a student's question

Writing in Notebook

Student(s) write(s) in a notebook

Working on homework

Student(s) work(s) on homework during class

Reading Other Material

Student(s) read(s) material unrelated to the class

Talking to Classmate(s)

Student(s) talk(s) to classmates

Using tech/media

Student(s) use tech such as laptops during class

Sleeping/Zoning/Inattentive

Student(s) are not paying attention or sleeping

Students Joke/Comment

A student makes a joke/comment that does not add to the
lesson

Group Reading Out Loud

Students read out loud as a class

Rdg. Text Out Loud (1 stdt)

One student reads out loud

Not Partic. In Group Activity

Student(s) not participating with the rest of the class

Interruptions

Various interruptions, such as technology not working, cell
phones ringing, or announcements in the middle of class.
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Turning in Work

Students hand in assignments

Returning Work

The teacher passes back assignments

Taking Quiz/Test

Students take a quiz or a test

Class Starts Early

The class starts earlier than normal

Class Starts Late

The class ends later than normal

Class Ends Early

The class ends earlier than normal

Class Ends Late

The class ends later than normal

Student Arrives Late

Student(s) come(s) to class after it has already started

Student Leaves Early

Student(s) leave(s) class before it has ended
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Appendix E
Pilot Observation Instrument
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Appendix F
Final Observation Instrument
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Appendix G
Informed Consent Document
Motivation in Learners of Japanese as a Foreign Language
Consent to be a Research Subject
Introduction
This is a research study conducted under the guidance of Dr. Neil Anderson which involves
researching motivation of native English-speaking students of Japanese as a Foreign Language
(JFL). It is hoped that through this study a better understanding can be reached of what motivates
you as a student of JFL to learn and succeed in your study of the language, and what behaviors
you tend to show in your studies. You are invited to participate in this study to provide your
insights into your motivation and study habits in learning the Japanese language.
Procedures
You will receive an e-mail asking you to complete a questionnaire online on your own time at
home. The questionnaire contains 45 questions and will take approximately 30 minutes to
complete. Later, the researcher (Britainy Sorenson) will be attending some classes to observe
students. She may ask for an interview with some students as well. These interviews will be oneon-one with the researcher and take place at a designated study room in the Harold B. Lee
Library. They will also contain 45 questions (the same as the questionnaire, but asked for in
greater detail), and will also last approximately 30 minutes. The interviews will not be recorded,
but the researcher will take notes on any answers you or other students provide.
U

U

Risks/Discomforts
This research asks for your grade in your current Japanese classes, which creates a possibility for
a breach of confidentiality. The researcher (Britainy) will be the only one to see your name with
the grade. Your name will be deleted before the data is passed on for analysis (not even Dr.
Anderson will see your name). You may feel uncomfortable answering about your study habits
in the questionnaire. You may contribute only what you feel comfortable contributing to the
questionnaire. You may decline releasing your grade information for your Japanese class if you
desire.
Benefits
This research will allow society a deeper look into what motivates a learner of a critical language
such as Japanese. The research will give insight into what a successful student tends to do inside
and outside the classroom, and also what behaviors students exhibit in correlation to their
opinions of their own language learning motivation. This research may also open the way for
more motivational research in other critical languages, and also help students, such as yourself,
to recognize their own motivations or behaviors in language learning.

Confidentiality
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All questionnaires that are filled out will be kept in a password protected file online. Once the
data is transcribed for analysis, these questionnaires will be deleted. Any interviews and
observation notes will be kept in a locked file cabinet in the office of Dr. Neil Anderson until
such time that the data can be transcribed and all identifiers (such as names) will be deleted.
Once transcribed, the data will contain no identifiers linking you to the research. The data will be
kept in the locked cabinet as long as is required (up to 3 years) and then will be destroyed. Any
other data will be destroyed once the research is complete.
Compensation
Your professor may offer you extra credit for participating in this research. If you do not wish to
participate in this research for extra credit, you may instead write a 30 minute essay on what
helps you best to study and learn the Japanese language.
Participation
Participation in this research study is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at anytime or
refuse to participate entirely without jeopardy to your class status, grade, or your standing with
the university.
Questions about the Research
If you have any questions about this research, you may contact Britainy Sorenson at
aeris4am2i@hotmail.com OR by phone at (541)961-5916; or Dr. Neil J. Anderson at
neil_anderson@byu.edu OR by phone at (801)422-5353.
Questions about your Rights as a Research Participant
If you have any questions not associated with the research, you may contact Christopher
Dromey, PhD, IRB Chair, 422-6461, 133 TLRB, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602,
Christopher_Dromey@byu.edu.

Retain This Section For Your Records

Signature: _____________________________________________ Date: ____________
Please Return This Section To the Researcher
I, ____________________________________ have read, understood, and received a copy of the
above consent form. By signing below, I agree to participate in this research of my own free will
AND-______ - I AGREE to let the researcher access my grade for my JAPANESE CLASS(ES) to
aid in the research. (Check if you agree, leave blank if you do not).
______ - I AGREE to participate in an interview with the researcher. I understand that agreeing
to participate will not necessarily result in an interview. (Check if you agree, leave
blank if you do not).
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Signature:_______________________________________ Date: ___________________
E-mail Address: ___________________________________________________
(You MUST fill this out to receive the questionnaire)
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Appendix H
Professor Interview
On a scale of 1 to 6, how motivated is your class?
201: With this many students, it's difficult. Maybe a 4.
202: 4.5 or 5.
How many of the students will continue on?
201: Perhaps 18 or 20. Some students are graduating, others have fulfilled their language
credit this semester.
202: They have fulfilled their language credit. These students won't continue on.
Will they continue to study even without taking classes?
201: 1 or 2 students might.
202: No.
Why will they stop taking Japanese classes?
201: They are leaving on missions, graduating, or have fulfilled their language credit.
202: They have finished their language credit.
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Appendix I
Error Count
The SAS System
The DISCRIM Procedure
Classification Results for Calibration Data: WORK.ALL
Cross-validation Results using Linear Discriminant Function
Generalized Squared Distance Function
2
_
-1
_
D (X) = (X-X
)' COV
(X-X
)
j
(X)j
(X)
(X)j
Posterior Probability of Membership in Each pass
2
2
Pr(j|X) = exp(-.5 D (X)) / SUM exp(-.5 D (X))
j
k
k
Posterior Probability of Membership in pass

Obs

From
pass

Classified
into pass

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Not
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Not
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

*

*

*

Not

Yes

0.9915
0.0792
0.2810
0.9971
0.0959
0.0272
0.0000
0.0987
0.0022
0.8158
0.0017
0.0016
0.0111
0.0135
0.6635
0.0004
0.2311
0.1943
0.8283
0.0087
0.0708
0.4390
0.4429
0.0094
0.0615
0.0005
0.0119
0.2703
0.0018

0.0085
0.9208
0.7190
0.0029
0.9041
0.9728
1.0000
0.9013
0.9978
0.1842
0.9983
0.9984
0.9889
0.9865
0.3365
0.9996
0.7689
0.8057
0.1717
0.9913
0.9292
0.5610
0.5571
0.9906
0.9385
0.9995
0.9881
0.7297
0.9982
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The SAS System
The DISCRIM Procedure
Classification Results for Calibration Data: WORK.ALL
Cross-validation Results using Linear Discriminant Function
Posterior Probability of Membership in pass

Obs

From
pass

Classified
into pass

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Yes
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes

Not
Yes
Not
Not
Not
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes

*
*

*

*

Not

Yes

0.9897
0.3024
0.9894
0.5570
0.5781
0.9929
0.0484
0.4311
0.0014
0.0014
0.0819
0.0395
0.0022
0.4988
0.0197
0.0071
0.0532
0.0818
0.3009
0.3782
0.0237
0.0051
0.0038
0.0309
0.1010
0.0071
0.0003
0.0752
0.8886
0.0041
0.0021
0.1946
0.9725
0.1013
0.0152
0.7971
0.0623
0.0074
0.0907
0.0003
0.7155
0.0022

0.0103
0.6976
0.0106
0.4430
0.4219
0.0071
0.9516
0.5689
0.9986
0.9986
0.9181
0.9605
0.9978
0.5012
0.9803
0.9929
0.9468
0.9182
0.6991
0.6218
0.9763
0.9949
0.9962
0.9691
0.8990
0.9929
0.9997
0.9248
0.1114
0.9959
0.9979
0.8054
0.0275
0.8987
0.9848
0.2029
0.9377
0.9926
0.9093
0.9997
0.2845
0.9978
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Posterior Probability of Membership in pass

Obs

From
pass

Classified
into pass

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

Not

Yes

0.0295
0.0201
0.0084
0.9723
0.0005
0.0014
0.0513
0.9610
0.7568
0.0016
0.0199
0.0098
0.2894
0.3903
0.6964
0.0084
0.0209
0.1636
0.0463
0.0024
0.3318
0.0014
0.0508
0.0020
0.0008
0.0053
0.0152
0.9953
0.0201
0.0721
0.6886
0.0239
0.7842
0.0565
0.0328
0.5685
0.0065
0.0234
0.0203
0.1435
0.0145
0.0080

0.9705
0.9799
0.9916
0.0277
0.9995
0.9986
0.9487
0.0390
0.2432
0.9984
0.9801
0.9902
0.7106
0.6097
0.3036
0.9916
0.9791
0.8364
0.9537
0.9976
0.6682
0.9986
0.9492
0.9980
0.9992
0.9947
0.9848
0.0047
0.9799
0.9279
0.3114
0.9761
0.2158
0.9435
0.9672
0.4315
0.9935
0.9766
0.9797
0.8565
0.9855
0.9920
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Posterior Probability of Membership in pass

Obs

From
pass

Classified
into pass

114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Not
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

*
*

*

Not

Yes

0.0017
0.0051
0.8118
0.6012
0.0277
0.0322
0.1635
0.2137
0.7552
0.0057
0.4280
0.3239
0.1909

0.9983
0.9949
0.1882
0.3988
0.9723
0.9678
0.8365
0.7863
0.2448
0.9943
0.5720
0.6761
0.8091

* Misclassified observation
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Appendix J
Department Statistics on Grades

Class
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan102
Japan102
Japan102
Japan 201
Japan 201
Japan 202
Japan 300
Japan 300
Japan 300
Japan 302
Japan 302
Japan 302
Japan 441
Japan 444
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 102
Japan 102
Japan 102
Japan 102
Japan 201
Japan 201
Japan 202
Japan 300
Japan 300
Japan 300
Japan 302
Japan 302
Japan 302
Japan 441
Japan 444

Term
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Fall 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008
Winter 2008

A A‐ B+ B B‐ C+ C C‐ D+ D D‐ E W V I
9
0
1 0 0
0 1
1
0 1
0
1
4
1
5 0 0
1 0
2
1 0
0 0
1
4
2
1 1 0
0 0
1
1 0
1 1
1
6
1
1 1 1
2 0
0
1 0
0 1
1
4
2
2 2 0
0 2
1
0 0
0 0
0
1
3
1 3 1
1 0
0
2 0
0 0
0
2
1
1 2 1
1 0
1
0 0
0 2
0
1
2
0 2 0
2 0
0
0 0
0 1
1
4
0
4 1 0
3 0
4
0 0
0 1
0
2
1
3 3 1
3 0
0
0 1
0 0
1 1
2
3
1 4 1
1 0
0
1 1
0 0
2
10
3
2 0 0
0 0
1
0 0
0 0
0
13
2
3 2 0
0 2
0
0 0
1 0
0
7
4
3 1 1
0 0
0
0 0
0 3
0
7
7
1 0 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0
10
1
0 0 0
0 1
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
3
0
1 2 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
12
1
4 0 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 3
0 0
3
1
0 1 1
0 1
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
3
2
2 4 2
0 0
0
0 0
1 0
1 1
3
1
1 3 2
0 2
1
0 1
0 0
1 1
3
5
2 1 1
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5
1
2 2 0
0 1
1
0 0
1 0
1 0
5
0
2 3 0
1 0
0
0 0
1 0
2 0
3
0
1 2 2
1 1
0
1 0
2 0
0 0
5
0
3 1 0
0 2
0
0 0
3 0
0 0
2
1
0 1 2
2 1
0
1 1
1 1
1 0
4
1
1 2 3
1 0
1
0 1
0 1
1 1
6
2
1 3 0
1 1
0
1 0
1 0
0 0
2
0
2 2 0
1 0
1
1 3
1 0
0 0
7
1
1 0 2
0 2
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5
4
2 0 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 1
0 0
6
1
2 0 0
0 0
1
0 0
0 0
0 0
7
1
2 1 0
0 2
1
0 0
1 0
0 0 1
9
3
1 1 0
0 0
1
0 0
0 1
0 0
6
1
2 0 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
6
2
2 0 0
0 1
0
0 2
0 0
0 0
4
2
1 3 0
0 0
0
0 0
1 1
0 0
4
0
1 0 1
0 0
0
0 0
0 1
0 0
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Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 101
Japan 102
Japan 102
Japan 102
Japan 201
Japan 201
Japan 202
Japan 300
Japan 300
Japan 300
Japan 302
Japan 302
Japan 302
Japan 441
Japan 444

Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007
Fall 2007

4
5
2
2
10
7
2
4
3
2
13
10
11
3
5
1
5
6

2
1
1
1
1
4
2
3
1
2
2
4
1
4
1
2

1
2
3
4
2
1
1

2
2
2
1
1
1

2
2
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
2

2
2
2
1
3
3
2

2
3
4
2

1
1
1
2
3
1
2

1

1
1

1
1

1
3

2
2
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
2
4
1
1
1
2
3
2

2
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

2

1
1
1
1
1

